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Introduction

Today’s IT security professionals enforce aggressive enterprise-wide security
programs to minimize the risk of data leakage and a security breach. The
facility is protected with locks, alarms, access controls and video cameras.
The network is protected with firewalls, content filtering, and 24/7 real-time
monitoring. Drives are protected with full disk encryption, and data files are
password protected.
But, what happens when a hard drive fails–they all do–and it must leave the
confines of the secure enterprise environment for data recovery? A 2007
survey of companies by The Poneman Institute revealed this disturbing fact:
40 percent of the data security breaches the companies experienced occurred
while third-party vendors were in possession of their data.
How much do you know about your data recovery provider? Does your
provider adhere to industry standards for protecting sensitive data stored on
your company’s failed drives? What are their protocols for securely
shipping/receiving data storage devices? How secure is their network? Are
they trained to manage encryption keys appropriately?
Data breach must be a consideration any where critical data can be accessed.
If your data recovery service provider’s network is hacked, and critical
customer data is accessed, your company could be liable. Vendors who hold or
handle sensitive information must be able to prove they can adhere to the
same security standards as corporations and government agencies.
This white paper outlines trends and facts behind digital data loss, and
examines the increasing financial costs, regulatory penalties, productivity
losses, and customer loyalty risks associated with a breach in data security. It
supports the need for IT professionals to engage with qualified data recovery
service providers who can quickly and cost-effectively restore business critical
data while protecting that data from unwanted and costly breach.
The document concludes with data security standards and protocols that
should be adhered to by the data recovery provider. These guidelines will help
IT professionals preserve the integrity of critical data when it must leave the
confines of their own secure environment for recovery.
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THE SITUATION:
Digital data is the life force
of every company today.
The amount of data being
created and stored is
increasing exponentially

A study conducted by International
Data Corporation (IDC) estimates
that the size of the “digital universe,”
the total volume of digital
information that is created and
replicated globally, reached 281
billion gigabytes (281 exabytes) in
2007, which adds up to about 45GB

MAIN CAUSES OF DATA LOSS
(Source DriveSavers, Inc. 2008 Jobs Received)
HARDWARE OR SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS – 80%
Electrical failure. Head/media crash. Controller failure
Symptoms

Tips to Prevent Data Loss

• Error message stating the device is
not recognized
• Lose access to data
• Scraping, clicking or grinding
sound
• Hard drive stops spinning

• Avoid static electrical charges when
handling media
• Use computers in a dry, ventilated,
dust-free area
• Connect system to an uninterruptible
power supply (UPS)

HUMAN ERROR – 5%
Accidental file deletion. Reformatting of drive. Physical trauma to drive
Symptoms

Tips to Prevent Data Loss

• “File Not Found” message
• Data is no longer accessible

• Never upgrade any system without a
verified backup
• Power down before moving computer

SOFTWARE CORRUPTION – 10%
Corruption by diagnostic or repair tools. Failed backups. Configuration complexity
Symptoms

Tips to Prevent Data Loss

• System messages relating to memory
errors
• Software application won’t load
• Error message stating data is
corrupted or inaccessible

• Back up data regularly
• Use diagnostic utilities only when
appropriate

COMPUTER VIRUSES – 2%
Boot sector. File infecting. Polymorphic
Symptoms

Tips to Prevent Data Loss

• Blank screen
• Strange and unpredictable behavior
• “File Not Found” message

• Use up-to-date software for data
security and virus protection
• Scan all incoming data and packaged
software for viruses

NATURAL DISASTERS – 3%
Fires. Floods. Power Surges. Brownouts
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Symptoms

Tips to Prevent Data Loss

• Severe weather
• Natural and man-made catastrophes

• Invest in redundant backup systems
• Establish a structured backup
procedure
• Periodically test the backups
• Keep at least one verified copy of
backups off-site

of digital information for each
person on earth. As drive densities
increase to keep up with storage
demands, a single drive failure could
wipe out a terabyte of data or more.
THE PROBLEM:
All hard drives fail...
It is not a matter of “if”, but “when”.
Hard disk drives are mechanical
devices, vulnerable to damage from
a variety of sources, including a
physical head crash, external trauma
(dropping or collision), power
surges, temperature extremes, etc.
In addition to physical failures, data
loss can also result from virus
attacks, system malfunction, or
human error. Even storage
manufacturers warn users to protect
their data with frequent backups, and
regular diagnostics of the drives.
...and data is still not being
backed up
Despite the widespread availability
of stable backup hardware platforms
and software tools, many important
files continue to be stored in a
single, vulnerable location, and all
too often backups go unverified.
Symantec sponsored a survey by
Rubicom Consulting in December of
2008 to determine how effectively
businesses across the US protect
their data, and whether their data
protection practices have kept pace
with data growth.
The survey findings (see page 3)
revealed that while the majority of
companies listed backup strategy as
their #2 computing priority, many
continue to rely on manual backup
strategies that leave their data
vulnerable to human error, breaches,
theft, or natural disasters.
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Failure is inevitable

– Richard Sawyer, Director of
Data Center Technology for
American Power Conversion

n About 2 percent conduct no server
back up. Among those who do back
up their servers, about half back up
weekly or less often.
n Most backups are stored on site.
These local backups leave
companies vulnerable to theft or
disaster.

estimates, more than half of all
backups are unsuccessful in whole
or in part, due to media failure,
human error, software failure,
hardware failure, or network failure.
Lost data results in lost production.
Consider the investment of time and
money required to recreate customer
databases, accounting records,
source codes, test and measurement
data, graphics and video files, and
other intellectual property. The most
critical data sets could take days,
months, or even years to recreate.
What would the impact on the

THE RISKS:
Incidents of data breach
are on the rise, as are the
financial costs and
productivity losses incurred
from data leakage
Since January 2005, the Privacy
Rights Clearinghouse has identified
more than 250 million records of
U.S. residents that have been
exposed due to security breaches.
Ask the Federal Bureau of
Investigation about identity theft,
and the numbers will stagger you:

n Even among companies that
perform some sort of backup, only
25 percent report always being able
to recover lost data.
n Very small companies had the
highest rate of permanent data loss.
15 percent of businesses employing
one to four people say they have
never been able to recover lost data.
n Data loss can have a severe
impact. 25 percent of the companies
surveyed report that data loss has
caused severe disruptions to their
business.
n The speed of recovery is critical.
Regardless of size, companies must
recover important information
quickly or face damage to their
business. About one-quarter of
midsize companies (100-249) report
that losing access to data for even
one day would cause permanent
business loss.
The Rubicom study concluded that
many companies follow risky backup
practices, ranging from manual
backups to storing critical backup
data in the same location as the host
computer, and that half of the SMBs
surveyed reported they had lost data.
Even companies that do follow strict
backup procedures, however, are still
at risk of data loss. By some
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Source: The Ponemon Institute, 2007

business and the brand be if that data
were lost forever? According to
estimates published by the US
government, ‘enterprise data loss’
cost businesses nearly $105 billion
last year.

Every year, an estimated 10 million
Americans have their identities
stolen. The costly aftermath totals
about $50 billion annually. (Source:
The Privacy Rights Clearinghouse.)
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Lost data results in lost production
Consider the investment of time and
money required to recreate customer

1. Third-party
data breaches
are increasing,
and cost more:

Breaches by
third-party
codes, test and measurement data,
organizations
such as
graphics and video files, and other
outsourcers,
intellectual property. The most critical data
contractors,
sets could take days, months, or even
consultants, and
business partners
years to recreate. What would the impact
were reported by
on the business and the brand be if that
40 percent of
respondents, up
data were lost forever? According to
from 29 percent
estimates published by the U.S.
in 2006 and 21
government, ‘enterprise data loss’ cost
percent in 2005.
Breaches by third
businesses nearly $105 billion last year.
parties were also
more costly than
breaches by the
enterprise itself, averaging $231
The cost of data leakage in the
compared to $171 per record.
business environment is also
increasing. According to a study
2. Cost of lost business is
conducted by Forrester Research in
accelerating:
2007, an information security breach
The cost of lost business
may cost from $90 to $305 per lost
continued to increase at more
record, based on a survey of 28
than 30 percent, averaging $4.1
companies who suffered some type
million or $128 per record
of data breach. Costs associated with
compromised. Lost business now
data leakage included legal fees, call
accounts for 65 percent of data
center costs, lost employee
breach costs compared to 54
productivity, regulatory fines, loss of
percent in the 2006 study.
investor confidence and customer
losses.
3. Increased customer

databases, accounting records, source

“

Another study on the cost of data
breach was conducted in 2007 by
The Ponemon Institute and
sponsored by PGP Corporation and
Vontu, Inc. This study examined
costs incurred by 35 organizations
from 15 different industry sectors
that had experienced a data breach of
records ranging from less than 4,000
to more than 125,000. Among the
study’s key findings, the following
was ascertained:

churn rates help drive lost
business costs higher:

In 2007, the average resulting
abnormal customer churn rate
was 2.67 percent, an increase
from 2.01 percent in 2006.
Greater customer turnover leads
to lower revenues and a higher
cost of new customer acquisition
resulting from increased
marketing to recover lost
customer business.

4. Legal defense, public
relations costs are increasing:

Indicating continued growing
dissatisfaction and action over a data
breach, the costs organizations
expended for legal defense and
public relations grew to 8 percent
and 3 percent of total breach costs,
respectively.
5. Organizations with high
expectations of trust and
privacy have more to lose
from a data breach:

For example, the cost of a data
breach for financial services
organizations was $239 per
compromised record, or more than
21 percent higher than the average.
In spite of an organization’s
concerted efforts to deploy security
compliance initiatives throughout the
enterprise, data breaches continue to
occur, underscoring the need for
enterprise IT/IS managers to
proactively protect their data, their
brand reputation, and their business.

Considering new government
regulations that place the blame
of data loss squarely on the
shoulders of the enterprise, the
rise in third-party incidents of
data breach and the increased
financial impact on an
organization versus an in-house
breach, data protection policies
and systems used with and by
third-party outsourcers or
consultants should be closely
evaluated.

”
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Governments respond with
more regulations on data
security compliance
Companies that don’t deal with data
security issues proactively could face
potentially significant liability. All
three branches of the US
Government, at the state and federal
levels, are focused on identity theft,
leading ultimately to increased
statutory, regulatory, and legal
pressure on corporations to protect
personal data, as well as protect their
businesses from subsequent financial
and productivity losses.
As of 2007, at least 35 states in the
US have passed laws requiring
organizations and government
agencies to notify customers,
employees, and other affected
individuals when a breach of
protected personal information
occurs due to human error,
technology problems, or malicious
acts. In addition, both the US Senate
and House of Representatives
continue to evaluate federal laws
regarding data privacy and breach
notification.
A new law in Massachusetts,
effective May 1, 2009, outlines
stringent requirements for the
handling of their residents' personal
information with proposed penalties
of $5,000 to $50,000 per data breach
violation. This law requires
companies to develop, implement,
maintain, and monitor a
comprehensive, written program
with heightened procedures in place.
Compliance will likely require major
changes to administrative, technical,
and physical policies. Similar to the
California Senate Bill 1386, the law
applies to any person or business
that conducts business in the state.
Your company could be
headquartered in Anchorage, Alaska,
5

REGULATORY AND DATA LEAKAGE LANDSCAPE
(Source: A SANS Whitepaper, April 2008 - Sponsored by Utimaco and Trend Micro)
Regulation

Focus

Data Leakage Protection
Implications

PAYMENT CARD INDUSTRY
DATA SECURITY STANDARD
(PCI/DSS)
(International)

Protection of payment card
data and related
consumer/business details
during processing,
transmission and storage

A widely-adopted set of
specific technical and policy
controls around implementation,
assessment and audit of systems
transacting financial data

GRAMM-LEACH-BLILEY ACT
(GLBA)
(United States)

Protection of consumer nonpublic personal information
(NPPI) data in financial
services industry

Administrative and
cryptographic processes for
protecting data at rest and in
motion, including physical
safeguards

SARBANES-OXLEY ACT
(SOX)
(United States)

Protection of sensitive data
related to financial reporting
in public companies

Provides guidance for public
companies in designing and
reporting on the controls in
place for protecting financial
information

EURO-SOX
(European Union)

Protection of sensitive data
related to financial reporting
in public

Requires mandatory encryption
for financial reporting data
and other related sensitive
information at rest, in transit,
and during processing

HEALTH INSURANCE
PORTABILITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT
(HIPAA)
(United States)

Protection of electronic
patient healthcare data and
information (Note: Works
with HIPAA Privacy)

Specific recommendations for
access control, risk analysis,
data disposal, and re-use, data
encryption (addressable), policy
and documentation requirements

CALIFORNIA SENATE BILL
1386 (SB 1386)
(United States)

General protection of
individual's private
information

Foundation data breach
legislation that has prompted
similar legislation at all levels.
Unencrypted electronic,
sensitive data is subject to the
disclosure provisions

DATA PROTECTION ACT
(DPA) OF 1984
(Amended 1998)
(United Kingdom)

Handling of personal
information for all UK
industries and businesses

Deals with proper disclosure,
rights of access to information,
transmission and processing,
and proper protective measures.
No specific technical measures
mentioned

but if you handle the personal
information of one single MA
resident you must comply with the
new rules. The rules of this law also
extend to service providers who will
have to be certified as compliant by
the hiring organizations no later than
Jan. 1, 2010. (Source: James Irion,
Risk Management Consultant)
Considering new government
regulations that place the blame of
data loss squarely on the shoulders
of the enterprise, the rise in third-

party incidents of data breach, and
the increased financial impact on an
organization versus an in-house
breach, data protection policies and
systems used with and by third-party
outsourcers or consultants should be
closely evaluated.
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THE SOLUTION:
Data security standards
and protocols for the
data recovery facility
that will protect the
integrity of critical data
during the data recovery
process

The data recovery industry has
grown in tandem with the data
storage industry. A search today
on Google under the term “data
recovery” will generate over 50
million results. Most data
recovery companies appear to
offer the same level of services
and security. But, data recovery
is a delicate business, and
running utilities software is not
always an appropriate solution.
The first attempt to spin up a
drive and perform recovery
could be the last and only
chance to access critical data
stored on it. Who among the 50
million are truly qualified to
recover it successfully? Who can
you trust with your data? How
do you choose?

The following standards for
all data recovery service
providers were published to
help those who have lost
critical data confidently select
a reputable data recovery
firm. Bottom line? Ask your
service provider for proof that
they can meet and uphold
these standards before
releasing a data storage
device to their facility.

1. Confirm that the facility’s information technology controls and processes
have been audited by accounting, auditing and information security
professionals, and verified to be operating effectively to provide
maximum data security.

Compliance with auditing standards, such as the Statement on Auditing Standards
(SAS) 70, assures that every aspect of the facility and network is secure and will
protect personal and confidential data from being compromised. Certified, controloriented professionals, who have experience in accounting, auditing and information
security, conduct an audit of a service provider’s data hosting control objectives,
activities and related processes over a period of time (typically 6-12 months). The
audit focuses on identifying and validating control standards that are deemed most
critical to existing and prospective clients of the service provider, and covers all
aspects of security in the facility; both network and physical.
Since the introduction of the 2002 Sarbanes Oxley Act (Section 404), following the
Enron debacle, the SAS 70 audit has become the Corporate Industry Standard for an
overall control structure. While a SAS 70 Type I audit verifies the “description” of
controls and safeguards that a service organization claims to have in place, the SAS
70 Type II audit verifies that all data hosting controls and objectives are actually in
place, suitably designed, enforced, and operating effectively to achieve all desired
security control objectives. .
2. Ask for proof that network security testing and monitoring are
integrated into the provider’s security program, and that critical systems,
(e.g., firewalls, routers, servers) are configured, maintained, and certified
to be operating according to the organization’s security policy.

A professional data recovery provider should temporarily archive recovered data on
their network until the customer has received it, and verified its integrity. The need for
strong, verifiable security measures is necessary to protect network assets, employee
endpoints, and sensitive customer data, such as e-mail servers, databases, and
proprietary information.
Every element of the provider’s network should act as a point of defense. It must
feature innovative behavioral methods that will automatically recognize and adapt to
new types of threats as they arise. Best in breed solutions allow for rapid response to
emerging threats such as malware propagation spread by e-mail, SPAM, and botnets;
phishing attacks hosted on websites; attacks targeting increasing extensible markup
language (XML) traffic; service-oriented architecture (SOA); web services; and zeroday attacks that occur before antivirus companies have developed new virus
signatures to combat them. A comprehensive “defense-in-depth” approach to network
security should, at minimum, include the following:
n Regular vulnerability assessments, penetration testing, and related reports
n Management of the network firewall, including monitoring, maintaining the
firewall's traffic routing rules, and generating regular traffic and management
reports
n Intrusion detection management, either at the network level or at the individual
host level, intrusion alerts, keeping up-to-date with new defenses against intrusion,
and regular reports on intrusion attempts and activity
n Providing mitigation support after an intrusion has occurred, including emergency
response and forensic analysis
n Content filtering services, for electronic mail (i.e. email filtering) and other traffic.
n Data archival

(continued on Page 7)
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Standards and Protocols,
continued

3. Make sure that the service provider is cleared to offer High Security
Service, and can demonstrate chain-of-custody protocols that meet US
Government standards.

Government agencies, law enforcement bureaus, and other legal entities in the US
and abroad require third-party service providers to comply with the most stringent
security standards and chain-of-custody protocols. The data recovery service provider
should offer documentation that will demonstrate how their customer’s data will be
protected while in transit, at point of receipt at the facility, and to point of departure.
Chain-of-custody protocols should include:
n Use of a government approved courier service
n The hardware to be recovered should be packed in a tamper proof/resistant
shipping container
n All service providers’ employees have undergone background checks
n Scanning of bar code on storage device upon receipt. Serial number is checked
against client information in the database. Date/time and who received the device
is logged into customer record
n Customer is provided with notification that the device has been received, and

data recovery process has begun
n Dates/times/and personnel handling the device are logged into the customer

record as the device moves through the data recovery process
Protocols for High Security Service include all of the above protocols, in addition to
the following:
n Non-disclosure agreements are signed and chain-of-custody documentation is

provided
n The recovery is performed in a secure area, on a stand-alone system that is not

networked, and only running when an authorized engineer is present and
monitoring the job
n Only approved personnel with proper access cards are allowed access to the

area where the recovery is performed
n Data set is never archived on the network
n Data set is always stored in a DOD-approved safe
n Secure, encrypted electronic data transfer service is available, if required
4. Ask to see certifications that data recovery engineers are trained to
properly recover data from encrypted files and drives.

Sophisticated networks and device protection won’t keep sensitive business data
secure once it’s on the move. Whether lost or stolen, encrypted data is useless to
anyone but an authorized user, even if someone violates access controls. According
to a recent study conducted by Forrester Research Inc., 22 percent of respondents
said they plan to pilot or adopt full disk encryption or file-level encryption in the next
12 months.
In June of 2006, a Presidential mandate required all federal agencies and
departments to encrypt data stored on their mobile computers and devices. The US
General Services Administration (GSA) then awarded Data at Rest encryption
contracts to various software companies. Data at Rest refers to any data residing on
hard drives, thumb drives, laptops, etc. The purpose of this mandate was to mitigate
the impact of lost or stolen data that could be used to distinguish or trace an
individual’s identity.

(continued on Page 8)
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Standards and Protocols,
continued

There are hundreds of encryption tools out there and each one is unique. If the
integrity of encrypted data is a concern, make sure your recovery service provider
has technicians who are certified experts in multiple encryption recovery techniques
and processes, and are capable of providing customized data recovery solutions that
will meet your most stringent data security requirements when handling encrypted
files and drives:
n Engineers should be familiar with all versions of encryption software and can
provide custom security solutions for returning recovered data or handling
encryption keys
n Provider can offer encryption recovery options:
• Engineers can create sector-by-sector images of the source drive during the
recovery process to protect the original data from being compromised
• Sector-by-sector image can be transferred to a target drive and
returned with original encryption still intact
• Data can be restored and decrypted at the service provider’s facility to
verify the integrity of data and returned to the customer encrypted or
fully decrypted. The encryption username, password and/or key must be
provided to the service provider, if this method is chosen
• A secure, encrypted electronic data transfer service should be available
upon request
5. Unwanted hard disk drives can be recycled properly, and classified or
sensitive data can be erased permanently, when required.

You cannot completely erase files from your computer by deleting them, emptying the
recycle bin, or quick formatting your hard drive. These processes just remove the
information the hard drive needs to find the data, not the data itself, allowing it to be
recovered. A study by Simson L. Garfinkel, author of Database Nation, found that
drives purchased on line routinely contain sensitive or confidential data. To prove his
point, Garfinkel purchased an old ATM machine hard drive that contained 827
unique PIN numbers, and a second drive previously owned by a medical center,
which contained 31,000 credit card numbers.
To remove data beyond all practical ability to recover it, a wiping or erasing utility
can be used to overwrite every sector of the hard drive with a pattern of binary 1’s
and 0’s. If you wish to permanently destroy a hard disk drive that contains sensitive
data, however, a degausser is the best method to render the classified or sensitive
data stored on magnetic media completely unusable. Those that meet government
security standards are ideal tools for compliance with DoD and Federal requirements
or privacy legislation.

“

With the introduction of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), SAS 70 took on
increased importance. SOX heightened the focus placed on
understanding the controls over financial reporting and identified a Type
II SAS 70 report as the only acceptable method for a third party to
assure a service organization's controls. Security “certifications” are
excluded as acceptable substitutes for a Type II SAS 70 audit report.

”
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Conclusion

Incidents of data breach among third party vendors are on
the rise, and corporate and financial organizations are now demanding
detailed information about their service provider’s ability to meet mandated
security requirements. Professional data recovery service providers must prove
their ability to uphold the same security standards as corporations and
government agencies. To avoid the legal and financial ramifications of an
unwanted breach in security, choose a data recovery service provider that has
undergone security audits by accounting, auditing and information security
professionals, and is verified to provide maximum data security from point of
receipt to point of departure.

About DriveSavers

DriveSavers is the worldwide leader in data recovery, with
a solid reputation built on outstanding customer service, consistently high
success rates, and the fastest standard turnaround time in the business. In
2008, DriveSavers invested millions of dollars in cleanroom and network
technology, as well as training and certification, to provide our customers with
the highest degree of security available in the data recovery industry today.
DriveSavers is the premiere provider of fast, reliable and
certified secure data recovery. We are the only data recovery
service provider in the world that has received SAS Type II
certification. At the heart of our certified secure environment
is a Cisco® Self-Defending Network, protected by an allinclusive “defense-in-depth” architecture. All data recoveries are
performed in our ISO 5 certified cleanroom environment, the most
technologically advanced data recovery cleanroom in the industry. Our data
recovery engineers have undergone extensive training and are certified by all
leading encryption software vendors. You can view all our authorizations and
certifications on our website, at www.drivesavers.com/proof.
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